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Introducing Metals
The Properties and Uses of Common Metals

Achievement Aim One:
Investigate the nature and properties of substances,
identify patterns in these properties, and understand
why chemists group substances in the ways they do.
Achievement Aim Two:
Apply their knowledge of the properties of substances
to the safe and appropriate use of these in the home,
in industry, and in the environment.

About the overview
The diagram below shows the science concepts outlined
in this book and in the level 3–4 companion book,
Working with Metals.  The arrows show the links between
the concepts and how they might build in sequence.
A “big idea” shows how a fully developed understanding
of the concepts might look.  Such an understanding
might not be achieved until level 7 or 8.  The big ideas
are included to help you build appropriate concepts
with your children, whatever their age.

Concept Overview M AT E R I A L  WO R L D

Some changes to metals
can be reversed; some can’t.

People can change metals
in various ways to make

them more useful.

Geologists can identify
which rocks contain metal-

rich materials.

People can design metal
products for specific

purposes by making alloys.

Metals that react readily
with other substances

often need to be protected
from changing if they are

to remain useful.

Metals can change or be
changed.

Metals are mineral in origin;
they are extracted from the

land and the sea.

Individual metals vary
considerably in their

combination of properties.

Most metals can be identified
by a combination of easily

recognised physical properties.

There are many different
metals.

Some metals react readily
with other substances;

others do not.

Metals are a distinct
group of materials.

Science Concepts

Big Idea
Metals are defined and

grouped by the similarities
and differences in their
physical and chemical

properties.

Very few metals are found
in their pure state in nature.

In their uses of a metal,
people must take account

of all its properties.

Metals have a set of distinct
physical and chemical

properties that make them
useful to people.

People use specific metals
for specific purposes.

Ores are combinations of
metals with non-metals.

People use metals for
many different purposes.

People use their understandings of the properties
of a metal to promote or prevent the physical and
chemical changes that affect the metal’s usefulness.

Big Idea
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